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???????????????〈woman, ride, horse〉? 〈man, ride, zebra〉??????











????????????? [1, 11, 28, 29, 17, 9, 16, 26]??????????????
????? [11]?
?????????????????CRF (Conditional Random Fields) ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????
??? 3?????????????????????????????????????


















???????????????????????CNN (Convolutional Neural Network)
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????????????????????MLP (Multilayer Perceptrons) ??????
??????????????????????? predicate????????????
??????????????MLP???????subject? object????????




























?????????????????????VRD (Visual Relationship Detection) ??



































































?????????????????????????????????? [1, 11, 28,















































?? predicate????????????????? 2??????????? 2?
????????? subject????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????O = o1, o2, ..., oN ????????????
???? predicate?????????????R = r1,2, r1,3, ..., rN−1,N ?????





??????????(1)??????????????????? [2, 19, 10, 18]???
???????????(2)????????????????????????????




































? 3 ? ????
???subject, predicate, object????????????????????????
ψu(oi)?????? i??????? oi??????????????????????
????????????????????????? ψp(oi, ri,j, oj)?????? i??




? 3.2 ?????????????? ψu









Conv?????? 13????????????????VGG 16-layer [21]?????
?????????????????????????????????Conv?????
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? 3.3????????????? ψp?MLP (multilayer perceptrons) ??????
???????????????????????????????????subject?
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?????????????????∑o q(o) = 1?∑r q(r) = 1?????q(o)? q(r)?
????????????????????
q0(oi) ∝ exp(ψu(oi)) (3.6)













t(rj,i)ψp(oj, rj,i, oi) (3.8)
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t(oj)ψp(oi, ri,j, oj) (3.10)





log qT (oi)− λ
∑
i<j




T = 2?λ = 1.0????







? 3.8?? 3.10???? ψp??????????????????????????
????????????
eobj(i, j) =Eqt(oj),qt(ri,j)[ψp(oi, ri,j, oj)]













ψp(oj, rj,i, oi) (3.12)






ψp(oi, ri,j, oj) (3.13)
(3.14)
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??? Si? Sj ??????????????????Si,j ? Sj,i? predicate????
????????????????????????????????????????









































g(x) =− log(− log(u)) (3.18)
u =Uniform(0, 1) (3.19)






??????????????? 3.6???????2?????? x ∈ RA, y ∈ RB??
???????????????m ∈ RC? c?????wc???w ∈ RA×B×C????
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????3?????? x ∈ RA, y ∈ RB, z ∈ RC??????????????????
m ∈ RD? d?????wd???w ∈ RA×B×C×D???????????????















??? 3.8????????????????? f(x)?????? x?????????
??g(i, j)????? (i, j)??????????hsbj?hobj????? subject? object
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F (oi) =MLP (f(oi)), F (oj) =MLP (f(oj))
G(i, j) =MLP (g(i, j))


























?????????????? Visual Genome [7]?????????????Visual
Genome????? 108,077??????????????75,631???????????
????????? 32,319????????????????????????????





















????? 1????? 1???????????? 0????????? one-hoth??
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? Ours (Skip-gram) ????
one-hot????????? Ours (one-hot) ????
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??? ??? R@50 R@100
CNN only 64.7 - -
MESSAGE PASSING [23] - 34.6 35.4
ASSOCIATIVE EMBEDDING [13] - 21.8 22.6
MOTIFNET [25] - 35.8 36.5
Ours (Sampling, one-hot) 65.1 35.5 36.5
Ours (Sampling, Skip-gram) 66.6 36.1 36.8
Ours (Multilinear, one-hot) 65.2 35.3 36.0








Ours (Sampling, Skip-gram) 36.1 36.8
Ours (Multilinear, Skip-gram) 36.2 36.9
Pipeline (Sampling, Skip-gram) 35.9 36.7




MESSAGE PASSING [23] 34.6 35.4
MESSAGE PASSING (Skip-gram) [23] 32.4 33.6
MOTIFNET [25] 35.8 36.5
MOTIFNET (Skip-gram) [25] 30.3 31.2
Ours (Sampling, Skip-gram) 36.1 36.8
Ours (Multilinear, Skip-gram) 36.2 36.9
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? Ours (Sampling, Skip-gram)? Ours




? Ours (Multilinear, Skip-gram)?????Ours (Sampling, one-hot)?Ours (Multilinear,
one-hot) ???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????Ours (Sampling,
Skip-gram) ? Ours (Multilinear, Skip-gram) ?????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 2?????????????????Ours (Sampling,




????? predicate??????????????? (Ours (Sampling, Skip-gram)?
Ours (Multilinear, Skip-gram))???????????????????? (Pipeline
(Sampling, Skip-gram)?Pipeline (Multilinear, Skip-gram))??????????
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